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About ITV

Ø UK’s biggest Commercial Producer/Broadcaster

Ø Broadcast - Multiple linear and VoD channels and platforms

Ø Production - ITV Studios 
• 56 production companies
• Based in 13 countries
• 8,500 hours of content per year

Ø ITV produces over 3,000 hours of News and Sport content annually





Our ‘Climate Action’ 
strategy



Our Science Based Targets…



Where do you start?

1. Find a way to measure your impact

“If you canmeasure it, you canmanage it”

• Operations – Broadcasting, buildings, business travel etc.
• Productions

2.    Use that data to take action and reduce your impact

Operations Productions



What is albert?



albert is one of the leading environmental sustainability 
initiatives for film and TV, in the UK and internationally.

Operating in the UK as a collaborative BAFTA, indie and 
broadcaster backed project, albert also supports screen 
communities across the globe.

We aim to lead the screen industries in effective 
collaboration for a sustainable climate. Objectives;

1. Inspire: empowering the industry to create content 
that support a vision for a sustainable future

2. Eliminate: a zero carbon/zero waste production 
industry

3. Restore: enabling the industry to make positive 
contributions to the environment 



Tools for use 
across the 

globe
Ideas and 
innovation

Collaboration
Education and 

training

Measurement 
and data

albert

Broadcasters, 
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Studios

Production 
Community + =

Measurement drives behaviour change and 
will result in net zero carbon emissions 
faster

What we do 



albert Directorate



albert Consortium



albert International Partners
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ALBERT TOOLKIT
albert provides a bespoke 
carbon calculator tool 
designed specifically for the 
film and television production 
industry. 
Since its inception in 2011, 
the calculator has been built 
and improved with the direct 
input of those using it. 

Latest release in January 2021 
includes:

• Carbon calculator
• Carbon action plan
• Reports
• Support
• Translations



Carbon calculator

Live calculations

Multiple measurement options

Localised carbon factors

Local currencies



Carbon calculator





Carbon action plan

Inspire positive actions

Helps to build a sustainability strategy

Sustainable production

Carbon neutral sustainable production



Carbon action plan



Reports

Standard

Multiple productions - company

Compare to average

Head to head



Support

Tips and tricks

Question bubbles/Help

Quick start guide

Videos



Languages

o Italian                        
o French
o Dutch
o Danish

o Portuguese
o Swedish
o Polish
o Finnish

o Norwegian
o Spanish

More upon request…



Our credentials

A decade of experience
The albert team has over a decade of
experience in production and sustainability 

Built with the Industry
Since it began at the BBC, the tool has  
been designed with input from  its users 

Bespoke Carbon Factors
DEFRA, open source and bespoke factors, 
make this tool the most comprehensive on 
the market 

Comprehensive library of data 
10 years’ worth of data has allowed albert to
build up an accurate picture of our impact 

Free at point of use
albert tools, training and resources  are
free for everyone to use. 

Builds a complete picture
The calculator asks a complete 
set of questions about the production 
process 

Transparent Methodology
‘Always open’. albert publishes its 
methodology for everyone to see 

In Depth Reporting
From individual reports to company and 
Industry comparisons. albert reports provide 
a full analysis of a production’s impact 



ITV’s journey with albert…



2011
albert is 
founded

2012
ITV joins 

albert 
consortium

2014
UK productions 

start using 
calculator

2015
UK Productions start 

becoming albert 
certified

2020
ITV Studios 
mandates 

albert for all 
UK 

productions

2021
UK productions 
become Carbon 

Neutral

2021
Global rollout 

begins



Our suggested journey for 
production teams…



1. Create your production in albert
2. Create your Draft Footprint

• Share this info with your team and suppliers
• Find ways to reduce your footprint

3. Start the Carbon Action Plan
• Put your plan in place
• Submit your Action Plan to albert
• Provide the evidence when requested

4. Be awarded albert Certification
5. Complete your final footprint

• Submit footprint
• Offset any remaining emissions

6. Congratulations! – You have made a sustainable production



Why is albert right for us?



• Built by the TV industry, for the TV industry
• An end to end process which is owned by the production team
• It is suitable for all genres
• Built with the end user in mind – Easy to understand, easy to use and 

easy to upscale
• An integrated carbon reduction framework built in to the system
• Data reporting to help strategy and decision making
• A global tool that can be used by any production, in any country
• Supports co-productions and multi-national productions
• Other International users and partners give opportunities to

collaborate
• Audited and verified Certification ensures our customers can trust that 

our shows are sustainable



Thank you!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/philholdgate/


